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Vacation Bible School (VBS) – ADULT Volunteer Form 

Monday, July 12th-Friday, July 16th 

9:00 AM-12:15 PM 

 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton School at Divine Mercy Parish 

4337 Sal Lentini Pkwy 

Kenner, LA 70065 

 

 
 

In order for our VBS program to run smoothly, safely, and effectively, we need as many adults as possible to 

help. We do have a strong base of adult volunteers who have helped in years past. However, we are in need of 

more adults for Summer 2021 VBS in-person to happen. Please reflect on this especially for your children. 

• If any parents or relatives of current students, alumni, or current faculty and staff are interested in 

volunteering, volunteer forms will be available at that time as well.  

• If any adult relatives (i.e. parents, siblings, cousins, grandparents, etc.) of campers volunteer, they will 

receive free admission for one camper, and discounted for more than one child.  

• Again, the number of campers and teen volunteers will depend on the amount of adult volunteers we 

have committed. 

 

What are “Adult Volunteers? “Adult” Volunteers are anyone who have at least graduated high school (includes college, 
post-college, parents, teachers, relatives, etc.).  

**If you have an older child who would like to volunteer, then your child must fill out a separate volunteer 
form. There is a 9th-12th Grade Volunteer Form, and an Adult Volunteer Form. 

 
As mentioned, our VBS program will be one week, at the SEAS campus from Monday, July 12th-Friday, July 16th. 

Volunteers will typically arrive at 8:15 am each day and will be dismissed at approximately 1:00 PM Monday-Thursday.  

Dismissal will be at approximately 2:00-2:30 PM on Friday (maybe earlier depending on how clean we keep the place!). 

If you are available and want to serve, complete this form and return it to the church office or to Ryan Foulon or 

Jacques Delouche as soon as possible.  

Important Changes: 
1. VBS will be operating under school guidelines for summer 2021. This means that masks will be required by 

all volunteers and campers, regardless if one has been vaccinated. 
2. There will be a temperature check at the beginning of each day. 
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3. Because VBS is a half-day, “Snacks” and “Faith & Saints” will be worked into the regular rotation.  
a. The six activities are Bible, Arts & Crafts, Snacks, Faith & Saints, Games, and Music. 
b. The Middle School Program will be all together as one group, but have their own activities and 

rotations. 
4. We will be having carpool this year and not in-person drop-off and pick-up. Drop-off and pick-up will be in 

the Pavilion, where children will be seated by their groups. 
a. Drop-Off will be 8:45-9:00 AM, with VBS starting at 9:00 AM. 
b. Pick-up will be 12:15-12:30 PM. 

5. We will not be having an official opening or closing program this summer. We will still have prayer and 
announcements. 
 

Notes on Activities: 

a. Group/Rotation Leader: If you feel called to be at VBS but would simply just want to serve during the day and 

not have to worry about advanced planning, this role is perfect. Your main role is to make sure the teen volunteers 

are helping the children in their respective grade levels. Commitment is 8:45 AM-12:30.  

b. Stations Volunteer (K-5th Grade) – you will be placed at one of the following: 

1. Arts and Crafts, Bible, Games, Music, Lunchroom/Snack, or Faith and Saints  

2. These will require more lesson planning in advance, but Ryan and Jacques will support you along the 

way. Commitment during the week is 8:15-1:00.  

c. Middle School Program: We will need 2-3 adults who can lead the middle school. The planning for the 

activities however will not be as stringent. Ryan and Jacques will work with you. Commitment during the week is 

8:15 AM-1:00 PM 

Trainings and Meetings: We will be meeting for a few sessions throughout the preparation time to make sure we are all 

on the same page, and so we can figure out logistics for the program as well as discuss the activities and overall VBS 

procedures so we are on the same page. At least one of these meetings will be with the teen volunteers for the training 

session that will be mandatory. More details will be e-mailed. 

Safe Environment: We will host a Safe Environment training on an announced date during June at the Parish 

Community Center.  Any volunteer who has not received a Safe Environment training is required to attend.  If you 

were previously a volunteer under 18 and are now 18 or older, you need to attend the Safe Environment Training. If you 

are unable to make the June date, please let me know and we will check for dates.  

Note: If you have attended Safe Environment and are due to renew, there is an online option. First-time 

attendees are still required to attend in-person. 

Safe Environment is required. If you do not have Safe Environment nor provide a background check, you 

will be unable to volunteer. 

 

Thank you for your willingness to serve Divine Mercy Vacation Bible School. We truly appreciate it, and look 

forward to working with you all to put on the best experience for the children! 

 
Contact: Jacques Delouche 

    Work: (504) 466-5016 ext. 115; Cell: (832) 423-8940;  E-Mail: jdelouche@divinemercyparish.org  

 

    Ryan Foulon 

      Work: (504) 466-5016 ext. 114; Cell: (601) 297-7499;   E-mail: rfoulon@divinemercyparish.org  

 

Please keep P. 1-2 and P. 10-13. Only turn in P. 3-9. 

mailto:jdelouche@divinemercyparish.org
mailto:rfoulon@divinemercyparish.org
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2021 VBS Volunteer Form 

 

I. Volunteer Information 
 

Name_________________________________________________ Age: _______  

 

College or Out-of- College? __________________ If in college, which school? _________________________ 

 

Personal Cell Phone: _____________________ Home/Work Phone____________________________  

 

Best E-mail: ___________________________________________ 

 

Circle t-shirt size: A-XS    A-S    A-M     A-L    A-XL    A-XXL (Cost: $5, Please attach cash or check made 

out to Divine Mercy Parish) 

II. Parent Contact Information – Required by Volunteers 18-20 Years Old, and/or in-college 

Father’s Name____________________________   Best E-mail: ________________________________ 

 

Main Phone___________________________                Work/Home Phone:______________________ 

 
 

Mother’s Name________________________________ Best E-mail:__________________________________ 

 

Main Phone___________________________             Work/Home Phone:________________________ 

 

Guardian____________________________________________   Relationship to child: ______________________ 

 

E-mail: ___________________________________      Main Phone__________________________ 

 

III. Emergency Contact Information – Required by Everyone, Including those 21 years old and 

older and/or out of college 
 

Emergency Contact #1______________________________________ Relationship: ____________________ 

 

 

Emergency Contact #2______________________________________ Relationship: ____________________ 

 

 

 

       Main Phone # ______________________________      E-mail:_____________________________ 

 

       Main Phone # _____________________________      E-mail:_____________________________ 

 

(if applicable)  
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IV. Will you and/or your family be interested in an At-Home/Virtual Vacation Bible School? This 

pre-recorded, At-Home/Virtual VBS is IN ADDITION to the In-Person VBS Program and will 

have a different theme, scriptures, and activities. _______ 

*If you answered “yes,” we will send you more information about this program. You will not 

need to register your child, as we already have your contact information. At-Home VBS will be 

uploaded in June, and the program is also free. 

V. Volunteer Activities Information 

Work areas: Arts and Crafts, Faith and Saints Activities, Bible, Music, Games, Lunch/Cafeteria, Rotation Leader, or 

Middle School Program. 

Please rank #1-#4 next to the following work areas you wish to work. Work areas will be assigned on a as we receive 

your forms, so please sign up as soon as possible if you would like to be guaranteed one of your top choices.  

_____ Arts and Crafts  

_____ Bible Study  

_____ Faith and Saints Activities  

_____ Games  

_____ Lunchroom/Snacks  

_____ Music 

_____Rotation Group Level Leader [please also rank the grade levels you prefer – you must rank at least 3]. 

Note: Please keep in mind that there will be 5 rotations, so depending on numbers, a few rotations will 

have combined grade levels. Your role is that you will not have to plan anything in advance, as much as 

be present to watch over the teen volunteers (a few are responsible for each grade), as well as the children 

to help Ryan and Jacques. Minimum Commitment will be from 8:45-12:30. 

 ____K  ____1st    ____2nd    ____3rd    ____4th    ____5th    _____Middle School Program (6th-8th) 
 

Is there any information you would like to add with regards to these stations? __________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

IF you have someone you would like to volunteer with, please write his/her name: _______________________________ 

Please note that we cannot guarantee that you will serve in your first choice, but we will try to keep your other 

choices in mind as we assign the work stations. 

 

Have you worked Vacation Bible School before, either here or at another Church?_____  
 

If answered “Yes,” what did you do?: __________________________________________________________ 

     

 _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Write down anything else (i.e. skills, hopes, etc.) you would like for us to know: _____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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VI. Safe Environment Information 
 

Are you Safe Environment Certified? ______   If yes, which Date (or mark year)?: _________ 

*You are required to be Safe Environment certified if you will be volunteering with Vacation Bible 

School. This is valid for 3 years, so if it has been MORE than 3 years, then you are required to attend 

training again. I will be e-mailing you more information in this regard with what you need to do. 

 

VII. Volunteer Medical Information 
 

Medication, Dosage Frequency? _____________________________________Will this be taken during VBS?_________ 

Allergies? Please be specific and descriptive if need be so we know. ________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Any physical activities you cannot participate in or will be limited in? ______________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Please write down if there is anything else (i.e. medical conditions) we need to know:  

   _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

VIII. Medical and Liability Agreement for Adult Volunteers – Mandatory  
 

I do hereby authorize adult volunteers, as well as the Clergy, Ryan and Jacques, to consent to any medical or 

surgical care advisable by any accredited physician or surgeon in an approved emergency clinic or hospital. I 

hereby give my approval of, and consent, for me to assist in all activities of VBS as needed unless otherwise 

indicated on the registration form. I assume any risks and hazards incidental to the activities, and so hereby 

release, acquit, and forever discharge and agree to indemnify and save harmless Divine Mercy Parish, their 

VBS, the directors, instructors and supervisors, and all other persons assisting with conduct of said activities.  
Finally, I agree to sign a separate “COVID” Medical Consent Form and Liability Waiver and sign and return that form as 
well so I am able to volunteer at Vacation Bible School.  
This agreement does not apply to claims for intentional misconduct or gross negligence.   

 

Volunteer: __________________________________   Date: ______________  

 

IX. VBS Media Release – OPTIONAL 
I hereby authorize Divine Mercy Parish to publish the photographs taken of myself 

______________________, for use of Divine Mercy’s printed publications and website. 

 

I acknowledge that since my participation in publications and websites produced by Divine Mercy is voluntary, 

I will receive no financial compensation. I understand that my name will not appear anywhere. 

 

I further agree that my participation in any publication and website produced by Divine Mercy confers upon me 

no rights of ownership whatsoever. I release Divine Mercy, its contractors and its employees from liability for 

any claims by me or any third party in connection with my participation. 

 

Volunteer’s Signature_________________________________ Date_____________ 
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X. CODE of CONDUCT 
Thank you for volunteering for Vacation Bible School!  Our parents are truly tremendous people and 

we value their help each year.  Below are some guidelines to follow when volunteering with our 

children.  Please read these guidelines over and sign the following page as your signature indicates. 

Your signature indicates that you understand your responsibilities to the adult you are working with as 

well as the children participating in the program.  

 
1. I agree to be a Christian role model for the children by using good manners and language and treating 

everyone with respect, dignity, loyalty, patience, integrity, courtesy, and dignity. This also means I will not 

endorse, during my ministry, any view contrary to the teachings of the Catholic Church. If I am unsure what one 

is, I will ask Ryan or Jacques before I tell the children. 

 

2. I will remember that once I set foot on Divine Mercy, I am there first and foremost for the campers. I will 

assist, Ryan, Jacques, and the other volunteers and the children during morning and afternoon activities, lunch, 

and any other times during Vacation Bible School. I will respect Ryan, Jacques and the other volunteers as well. 

 

3. I agree to motivate, encourage, reassure and comfort the children and fellow volunteers whenever necessary 

rather than use criticism, competition, or comparison when working with children and youth. I will take care to 

be positive, supportive and caring in my speaking, writing and actions with the children as well as other 

volunteers. I will not use discipline or commit other actions that frighten or humiliate a child or other volunteer.  

 

4. If I am placed at one of the activity stations, I agree to stay with the other volunteers at all times and oversee 

the teen volunteers, unless it is necessary to perform other duties at the direction of my co-adult volunteer (if I 

have one) or Ryan or Jacques.  

 

5. If I am a grade level rotation leader, I agree to stay with the children in my grade at all times, unless it is I 

have been given permission to perform other duties at the direction of Ryan or Jacques.  

 

6. I agree to encourage the responsible behavior of my peers and the teen volunteers, who have also agreed to 

assist with Vacation Bible School. I also understand that there must be at least one adult present with the 

children and teen volunteers, whether it’s myself or a fellow adult volunteer. If I need to take care of something 

urgent and there are no other adults, I am to contact Ryan or Jacques ASAP. 

 

7. I agree to go to Ryan or Jacques if there is a camper or volunteer that is acting in a disrespectful manner. I 

will not tolerate inappropriate or bullying behavior by a child or volunteer towards another child or volunteer. If 

I see this, I will immediately report this to Ryan or Jacques. I understand there may be consequences for myself 

if it is found that I am not paying attention (i.e. on my phone) or even encourage the behavior. 

 

8. I agree not to place myself in the situation of being alone with any camper or teen volunteer (unless it is a 

relative) and no other witnesses. I recognize this is for my own safety and the safety of the children. 

 

9. I agree to follow all necessary “COVID” guidelines as set forth for this summer, regardless if I am fully 

vaccinated. This includes the wearing of masks, staying physically distant (definitely if I am a station leader), 

sanitizing any desks or areas as requested, and taking a temperature check each day. 

Note: I will not under any circumstances ask the teens to sanitize the desks or other areas. I understand 

that is the responsibility of the adults. If they ask, we kindly tell them “thanks, but no thanks.” 
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10. I agree to maintain physical and emotional boundaries with the children/youth, or even teen volunteers. 

a. I will not to pick up the children nor have them in my laps, no matter how well I may know the 

children or their parents – we don’t know all the children, and nor do they know all of the volunteers. 
 

b. I am aware that young people can easily become infatuated with a young leader or an adult.  If I sense 

that this is happening, I will not encourage it. I will make Ryan and/or Jacques aware of it so that the 

supervisor can resolve the matter, including reassigning me to other activities. 
 

c. I also will not give gifts to children/youth in my care without approval from Ryan or Jacques, unless 

the gifts are specifically related to the activity and we have agreed as a “volunteer team”.  
 

d. I will not hold hands or engage in other forms of public affection with the children or other 

volunteers; even if I am volunteering with my significant other, the moment we set foot on SEAS, we 

are here for the children. 

 

11. I agree to cooperate fully in any investigation of abuse of children/youth and report suspected abuse to my 

supervisor, or if it involves my supervisor, report it to the pastor at the location. 

 

12. I agree to dress appropriately and not wear any clothing with offensive messages or pictures should I be 

unable to wear the VBS Volunteer T-Shirt. If I am found with clothing that is offensive, I will be requested to 

leave for home to change before returning. 

 

13. I agree to attend Vacation Bible School training that will be in May/June, as well as any other training 

courses I need to take. If I am unable to attend the training session, I need to let Ryan and Jacques know and 

meet with them. I understand that this will be essential for me. 

 

14. I agree that if I am a station leader, that I will take time to prepare, and that I know that I can always go to 

Ryan and/or Jacques for assistance. 

 

15. I agree that I will arrive at 8:15 AM each morning, and stay until closing prayer after the children have left, 

which will be 12:45-1:00 PM on Mondays-Thursdays. I will also stay Friday after VBS is over at 12:30 to help 

clean, understanding that I may not be finished until 2-2:30. Exceptions are made for those who have work 

or family obligations, or other unavoidable commitments. I will let Ryan and Jacques know if that is the 

case to receive permission. 

 

16. I agree not to invite anyone to show up to Vacation Bible School who has not filled out the volunteer form 

and attended the training unless I, and/or the friend, have attained prior permission from Ryan Foulon and/or 

Jacques Delouche. This is for safety reasons, and so that all volunteers are accounted for in their roles. 

Violating this rule can result in being sent home for the day. 

17. Cell Phone Agreement 

a. I agree I am there for the children and my fellow volunteers, and therefore my phone is to be put away 

unless I am contacting Ryan or Jacques.  
 

b. IF there is an important call that I need to make or am expecting, I am to let Ryan or Jacques know, or if 

I am paired with another adult, let he or she know.  
 

c. I understand that as an adult, I am given additional responsibilities and privileges, one of which is the 

ability for me to keep my phone. I may also have the responsibility of holding on to the phones of the 

Jr./Teen volunteers for the duration of the day.  
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d. I can determine – during a break period with no campers – if I can allow the teens to have their phones. 

If it is an emergency, I am required to give the teen his or her phone for that particular phone call. 

However, if the volunteer is continually on his or her phone (especially while the children are around), I 

promise to not only take the phone but to talk with Ryan or Jacques.  
 

e. I understand that if I allow the teens to be on their phones while the activity is happening, that there will 

be consequences on my end.  
 

f. I understand that not heeding this can result in consequences ranging from me getting sent home for the 

day to being dismissed from volunteering for the rest of the week. 

 

18. Causes for Immediate Dismissals 

I understand that the following infractions, especially depending on the seriousness, can lead to my immediate 

dismissal from Vacation Bible School: 

a. Commit an illegal or immoral act. This includes smoking, drinking alcohol, using or possessing other 

illegal drugs. 

b. Bring a weapon, including but not limited to: guns or knives of all kinds including pocket knives to St. 

Elizabeth Ann Seton School. 

c. Verbally threaten or physically abuse anyone.  

d. Touch a child/youth in a sexual, overly affectionate or other inappropriate manner. 

e. Intentionally use profanity in the presence of children/youth. This includes music (even if it’s “edited” 

– any version will immediately be confiscated.). 

f. Sexually harass, request sexual favors from, or make sexually explicit statements to anyone.  

 

My signature at the bottom of this agreement means that I am accepting the responsibility of caring for 

and helping to supervise children in the presence of adults.  I understand that I am not a participant in 

this program, but an assistant who will work with children to enable them to enjoy Vacation Bible 

School. I also understand that I am there first and foremost for the campers. I understand that not 

fulfilling this agreement may lead to consequences which, depending on the seriousness or 

frequency, can include being asked to leave for either the day or the rest of Vacation Bible 

School. I am accepting this responsibility because I enjoy helping younger children to learn about God.  
 

Volunteer’s Signature (Adult): _________________________________ Date______________ 
 
 

XI. Final Agreement for Adult Volunteers 

I sign this form indicating that all information on the Volunteer section of the form is accurate. I agree 

that if there are any changes made I will immediately contact Ryan or Jacques so they can make the 

necessary changes as to enable them to have the most accurate information possible. I also know that if 

there are any other concerns or questions we have that we can always contact Ryan or Jacques. Finally, 

I understand that I can always go to Ryan or Jacques for assistance in planning an activity, or for 

questions on feedback. 

 

 

Volunteer Signature:________________________________  Date:________________ 
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ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW ORLEANS 

VOLUNTEER COVID-19 

CONSENT FORM AND LIABILITY WAIVER  

 

Participant’s name: ________________________________________________________  

 

Parish/School:____________________________________________________________ 

 

Home address: ___________________________________________________________  

 

Home phone : ________________________ Mobile or Business phone: ______________________ 

 

The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has been declared a worldwide pandemic by the World Health Organization. 

COVID-19 is extremely contagious and as a result, social distancing is recommended. 

___________________Parish/School will follow state and local standards of conduct and has put in place reasonable 

preventative measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19 at its Parish/School activity (including but not limited to 

summer camp).  However, even though such standards will be followed and reasonable measures put into place,  

Parish/School cannot guarantee that you or your child(ren) will not become infected with COVID-19. Further, attending 

the Parish/School activity could increase your risk of contracting COVID-19.  

 

By signing this agreement, I acknowledge the contagious nature of COVID-19 and that I may be exposed to or infected 

by COVID-19 by participating in the parish/school activity and that such exposure or infection may result in personal 

injury, illness, permanent disability, and death. I understand that the risk of becoming exposed to or infected by COVID-

19 at _____________________ Parish/School may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of myself and 

others, including, but not limited to, Parish/School employees, volunteers, and program participants and their families. 

 

I further agree on behalf of myself, my heirs, successors, and assigns, to release, indemnify, and hold harmless 

_________________________ Parish/School and The Roman Catholic Church of the Archdiocese of New Orleans, 

their members, directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives (“Indemnitees”) associated with the event 

arising from or in connection with the negligent acts or omissions of the indemnitees’ in relation to the prevention of 

the spread of the COVID-19 virus.  I SPECIFICALLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT I AM AGREEING 

TO DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS THE INDEMNITEES’ FROM THEIR OWN NEGLIGENCE 

IN REGARD TO THE INDEMNITEES’ NEGLIGENT ACTION AND/OR INACTION IN REGARD TO 

PROTECTION AGAINST THE COVID-19 VIRUS.    

 

 

Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _____________________  
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Please keep this information for your records – Vacation Bible School 2021! 
 

VIII. Medical and Liability Agreement for Adult Volunteers – Mandatory  
 

I do hereby authorize adult volunteers, as well as the Clergy, Ryan and Jacques, to consent to any medical or 

surgical care advisable by any accredited physician or surgeon in an approved emergency clinic or hospital. I 

hereby give my approval of, and consent, for me to assist in all activities of VBS as needed unless otherwise 

indicated on the registration form. I assume any risks and hazards incidental to the activities, and so hereby 

release, acquit, and forever discharge and agree to indemnify and save harmless Divine Mercy Parish, their 

VBS, the directors, instructors and supervisors, and all other persons assisting with conduct of said activities.  
Finally, I agree to sign a separate “COVID” Medical Consent Form and Liability Waiver and sign and return that form as 
well so I am able to volunteer at Vacation Bible School.  
This agreement does not apply to claims for intentional misconduct or gross negligence.   

IX. VBS Media Release – OPTIONAL 
 

I hereby authorize Divine Mercy Parish to publish the photographs taken of myself 

______________________, for use of Divine Mercy’s printed publications and website. 

 

I acknowledge that since my participation in publications and websites produced by Divine Mercy is 

voluntary, I will receive no financial compensation. I also understand that my name will not appear 

anywhere. 

 

I further agree that my participation in any publication and website produced by Divine Mercy confers 

upon me no rights of ownership whatsoever. I release Divine Mercy, its contractors and its employees 

from liability for any claims by me or any third party in connection with my participation. 

 

X. CODE of CONDUCT 
 

Thank you for volunteering for Vacation Bible School!  Our parents are truly tremendous people and 

we value their help each year.  Below are some guidelines to follow when volunteering with our 

children.  Please read these guidelines over and sign the following page as your signature indicates. 

Your signature indicates that you understand your responsibilities to the adult you are working with as 

well as the children participating in the program.  

 
1. I agree to be a Christian role model for the children by using good manners and language and treating 

everyone with respect, dignity, loyalty, patience, integrity, courtesy, and dignity. This also means I will not 

endorse, during my ministry, any view contrary to the teachings of the Catholic Church. If I am unsure what one 

is, I will ask Ryan or Jacques before I tell the children. 

 

2. I will remember that once I set foot on Divine Mercy, I am there first and foremost for the campers. I will 

assist, Ryan, Jacques, and the other volunteers and the children during morning and afternoon activities, lunch, 

and any other times during Vacation Bible School. I will respect Ryan, Jacques and the other volunteers as well. 

 

3. I agree to motivate, encourage, reassure and comfort the children and fellow volunteers whenever necessary 

rather than use criticism, competition, or comparison when working with children and youth. I will take care to 
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be positive, supportive and caring in my speaking, writing and actions with the children as well as other 

volunteers. I will not use discipline or commit other actions that frighten or humiliate a child or other volunteer.  

 

4. If I am placed at one of the activity stations, I agree to stay with the other volunteers at all times and oversee 

the teen volunteers, unless it is necessary to perform other duties at the direction of my co-adult volunteer (if I 

have one) or Ryan or Jacques.  

 

5. If I am a grade level rotation leader, I agree to stay with the children in my grade at all times, unless it is I 

have been given permission to perform other duties at the direction of Ryan or Jacques.  

 

6. I agree to encourage the responsible behavior of my peers and the teen volunteers, who have also agreed to 

assist with Vacation Bible School. I also understand that there must be at least one adult present with the 

children and teen volunteers, whether it’s myself or a fellow adult volunteer. If I need to take care of something 

urgent and there are no other adults, I am to contact Ryan or Jacques ASAP. 

 

7. I agree to go to Ryan or Jacques if there is a camper or volunteer that is acting in a disrespectful manner. I 

will not tolerate inappropriate or bullying behavior by a child or volunteer towards another child or volunteer. If 

I see this, I will immediately report this to Ryan or Jacques. I understand there may be consequences for myself 

if it is found that I am not paying attention (i.e. on my phone) or even encourage the behavior. 

 

8. I agree not to place myself in the situation of being alone with any camper or teen volunteer (unless it is a 

relative) and no other witnesses. I recognize this is for my own safety and the safety of the children. 

 

9. I agree to follow all necessary “COVID” guidelines as set forth for this summer, regardless if I am fully 

vaccinated. This includes the wearing of masks, staying physically distant (definitely if I am a station leader), 

sanitizing any desks or areas as requested, and taking a temperature check each day. 

Note: I will not under any circumstances ask the teens to sanitize the desks or other areas. I understand 

that is the responsibility of the adults. If they ask, we kindly tell them “thanks, but no thanks.” 

 

10. I agree to maintain physical and emotional boundaries with the children/youth, or even teen volunteers. 

a. I will not to pick up the children nor have them in my laps, no matter how well I may know the 

children or their parents – we don’t know all the children, and nor do they know all of the volunteers. 
 

b. I am aware that young people can easily become infatuated with a young leader or an adult.  If I sense 

that this is happening, I will not encourage it. I will make Ryan and/or Jacques aware of it so that the 

supervisor can resolve the matter, including reassigning me to other activities. 
 

c. I also will not give gifts to children/youth in my care without approval from Ryan or Jacques, unless 

the gifts are specifically related to the activity and we have agreed as a “volunteer team”.  
 

d. I will not hold hands or engage in other forms of public affection with the children or other 

volunteers; even if I am volunteering with my significant other, the moment we set foot on SEAS, we 

are here for the children. 

 

11. I agree to cooperate fully in any investigation of abuse of children/youth and report suspected abuse to my 

supervisor, or if it involves my supervisor, report it to the pastor at the location. 
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12. I agree to dress appropriately and not wear any clothing with offensive messages or pictures should I be 

unable to wear the VBS Volunteer T-Shirt. If I am found with clothing that is offensive, I will be requested to 

leave for home to change before returning. 

 

13. I agree to attend Vacation Bible School training that will be in May/June, as well as any other training 

courses I need to take. If I am unable to attend the training session, I need to let Ryan and Jacques know and 

meet with them. I understand that this will be essential for me. 

 

14. I agree that if I am a station leader, that I will take time to prepare, and that I know that I can always go to 

Ryan and/or Jacques for assistance. 

 

15. I agree that I will arrive at 8:15 AM each morning, and stay until closing prayer after the children have left, 

which will be 12:45-1:00 PM on Mondays-Thursdays. I will also stay Friday after VBS is over at 12:30 to help 

clean, understanding that I may not be finished until 2-2:30. Exceptions are made for those who have work 

or family obligations, or other unavoidable commitments. I will let Ryan and Jacques know if that is the 

case to receive permission. 

 

16. I agree not to invite anyone to show up to Vacation Bible School who has not filled out the volunteer form 

and attended the training unless I, and/or the friend, have attained prior permission from Ryan Foulon and/or 

Jacques Delouche. This is for safety reasons, and so that all volunteers are accounted for in their roles. 

Violating this rule can result in being sent home for the day. 

17. Cell Phone Agreement 

g. I agree I am there for the children and my fellow volunteers, and therefore my phone is to be put away 

unless I am contacting Ryan or Jacques.  
 

h. IF there is an important call that I need to make or am expecting, I am to let Ryan or Jacques know, or if 

I am paired with another adult, let he or she know.  
 

i. I understand that as an adult, I am given additional responsibilities and privileges, one of which is the 

ability for me to keep my phone. I may also have the responsibility of holding on to the phones of the 

Jr./Teen volunteers for the duration of the day.  
 

j. I can determine – during a break period with no campers – if I can allow the teens to have their phones. 

If it is an emergency, I am required to give the teen his or her phone for that particular phone call. 

However, if the volunteer is continually on his or her phone (especially while the children are around), I 

promise to not only take the phone but to talk with Ryan or Jacques.  
 

k. I understand that if I allow the teens to be on their phones while the activity is happening, that there will 

be consequences on my end.  
 

l. I understand that not heeding this can result in consequences ranging from me getting sent home for the 

day to being dismissed from volunteering for the rest of the week. 

 

18. Causes for Immediate Dismissals 

I understand that the following infractions, especially depending on the seriousness, can lead to my immediate 

dismissal from Vacation Bible School: 

g. Commit an illegal or immoral act. This includes smoking, drinking alcohol, using or possessing other 

illegal drugs. 
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h. Bring a weapon, including but not limited to: guns or knives of all kinds including pocket knives to St. 

Elizabeth Ann Seton School. 

i. Verbally threaten or physically abuse anyone.  

j. Touch a child/youth in a sexual, overly affectionate or other inappropriate manner. 

k. Intentionally use profanity in the presence of children/youth. This includes music (even if it’s “edited” 

– any version will immediately be confiscated.). 

l. Sexually harass, request sexual favors from, or make sexually explicit statements to anyone.  

 

My signature at the bottom of this agreement means that I am accepting the responsibility of caring for 

and helping to supervise children in the presence of adults.  I understand that I am not a participant in 

this program, but an assistant who will work with children to enable them to enjoy Vacation Bible 

School. I also understand that I am there first and foremost for the campers. I understand that not 

fulfilling this agreement may lead to consequences which, depending on the seriousness or 

frequency, can include being asked to leave for either the day or the rest of Vacation Bible 

School. I am accepting this responsibility because I enjoy helping younger children to learn about God.  
 

XI. Final Agreement for Adult Volunteers 

I sign this form indicating that all information on the Volunteer section of the form is accurate. I agree 

that if there are any changes made I will immediately contact Ryan or Jacques so they can make the 

necessary changes as to enable them to have the most accurate information possible. I also know that if 

there are any other concerns or questions we have that we can always contact Ryan or Jacques. Finally, 

I understand that I can always go to Ryan or Jacques for assistance in planning an activity, or for 

questions on feedback. 


